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Streamline your
SAP processes
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Amplifi and Precisely bring together a combined approach
to driving better business through better data. By pairing superior
technology with Amplifi’s data consultancy services, we are able
to harmoniously enhance data solutions to
meet the needs of our customers.

Amplifi is a specialist consultancy providing
Advisory, Delivery and Support services for data
management, data governance and data quality.
We are driven by business outcome and
long-term success for our clients. We are not
just another system integrator but a strategic
partner invested in delivering solutions that
align to your business objectives.

Precisely’s process automation and data
management solutions empower businesses
to get real value from their data.
Precisely Automate helps improve data quality and
streamline master data processes across your SAP
landscape - not just materials, customers, vendors,
and finance - with automated solutions
that eliminate manual data entry.

“Amplifi have the experience of implementing Precisely’s process
automation and master data management products. These
products coupled with Amplifi’s expertise delivers true value to
our customers and ensures their data management practices are
streamlined and future-proofed.”
Justin Thomas, Sales Director at Precisely

Faster processes, better data
With Precisely Automate Evolve, you can streamline your existing SAP business
processes, improve data quality and meet your compliance goals all in one place.
No matter what stage of the journey you are on, our strategic partnership can
help you create real impact.
Amplifi and Precisely have already helped many businesses tackle some of their
SAP automation and integration challenges.

Bring your data
governance
policies to life

Automate any
SAP process
From speeding up product
launches to closing the books
faster, use Automate Evolve
to automate any master or
transactional data process,
and improve data quality.

Improve data quality and
compliance with repeatable
workflows and an extensive
range of data stewardship
capabilities.

Use Web
forms or Excel
Choose the front end
that makes sense for your
process—intuitive rolebased forms to handle one
or a few related records, or
Excel workbook to handle
hundreds or thousands of
records at a time.

Built for SAP
Deploy faster and get
better business results by
using a forms and workflow
solution with deep SAP
integration capabilities
built-in.

Transition to SAP S/4HANA
All organisations currently running on SAP ERP will need to update their system
from ECC to S/4HANA over the next few years.
Precisely and Amplifi can help streamline your journey to the new platform and
help you work smarter once you get there. This will be a gradual process, but our
process automation and data management solution expertise is second to none,
so we can guide you every step of the way.

SAP® S/4HANA Journey
S/4 HANA
DATA MIGRATION
DATA MIGRATION
SAP ECC
• Simplify the system
• Optimise business processes
• Plan engaging the business

ECC & S/4 HANA

• Ease UX transition to increase
user adoption
• Continuous improvement

• Migrate data between systems
gradually
• Flexibility to adapt plan to react
M&As

A PLATFORM TO MANAGE AND GOVERN DATA

3-4 years

Be proactive, and get your data right
the first time, every time
Good data underpins the success of any data management initiative. What you
put in will always affect the results you get out. We have outlined just a few of
Precisely Automate’s data stewardship capabilities below:

Reduce duplicates with
built-in-checks

Precisely web forms support
numerical, text, and wildcard
searches, making it simple to find
existing records and avoid creating
duplicates.

Use logic to drive better
data quality

Drive workflow steps and fields
presented based on user input by
building solutions with smart logic.

Make fields required without the hassle

Instantly make fields required in
your web forms and eliminate holes
in your data without going through
the pain of making those fields
required in SAP.

Add control with role-based
views
Configure web forms or Excel
workbooks with fields that are
relevant to someone’s role. Choose
which fields business people can
edit or just view.

Save time and improve
quality with “copy from”
functionality

Populate data from existing records
into web forms or Excel workbooks,
then make necessary edits.

Improve data accuracy with
third-party web services

Integrate third-party web services
like address validation tools into your
web forms to improve data quality.

Make choosing the right
value easier with dropdown lists

Narrow down the available field
options by defining preset values
with drop-down lists and give users
access to SAP F4 lookups from forms
or Excel workbooks.

Check data before posting
with live SAP validation

Enable users to validate data before
posting. Precisely software presents
any errors in language that’s easy
to understand, enabling users to
quickly fix issues.

All of your data in a single,
governed source
Managing your master data effectively means improving the consistency and
quality of the data that is critical to your business.
Precisely Automate’s technology can help leverage a central repository of reliable,
up-to-date master data consolidated across all enterprise applications with
powerful tools to improve data quality and governance. Amplifi has a team of
MDM experts who can provide the advice, implementation skills and on-going
support and enhancement you need to make your initiative a long term success.

Create a “golden record” for data entities by
integrating databases and systems.

Extract, load, publish and syndicate content
accurately and consistently.

Enable timely and accurate decision making.

SAP sorted? Continue your journey to
better data management with Precisely
EnterWorks MDM and PIM
Precisely EnterWorks provides leading Master Data Management (MDM) and
Product Information Management (PIM) solutions through EnterWorks. Alongside
Precisely Automate’s SAP business process automation, no MDM or PIM has the
same end-to-end workflow capability.
This system allows orchestration of your data and collaboration of content
with your business, all while exchanging consistent, accurate information with
customers, suppliers and marketplaces.

Enterworks SAP
Connector
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ECC & S/4HANA
Precisely Automate
Function Module
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To find out more about our partnership and
how we can help your business tackle any
data pain points please contact us:
+44 (0) 1926 911820
hello@amplifiuk.com

www.amplifiuk.com

